Even after dino dieoff, our mammal forebears laid low
by Bend_Weekly_News_Sources

When the cat's away, the mice will play. And for someÂ-what siÂ-mÂ-iÂ-lar reaÂ-sons, biÂ-olÂ-oÂ-gists
have long beÂ-lieved that the exÂ-tincÂ-tion of diÂ-noÂ-saurs caused the great flourÂ-ishÂ-ing of
mamÂ-mals on Earth - a proÂ-cess that proÂ-duced speÂ-cies inÂ-cludÂ-ing ours.

That's not quite the way things hapÂ-pened, a study has found.
A Cape HyÂ-rax (ProÂ-caÂ-via
caÂ-pÂ-enÂ-sis), a small AfÂ-riÂ-can mamÂ-mal that looks like a roÂ-dent but is acÂ-tuÂ-alÂ-ly
reÂ-latÂ-ed to eleÂ-phants. Their comÂ-mon anÂ-cesÂ-tor lived 83 milÂ-lion years ago, long beÂ-fore the
diÂ-noÂ-saurs died out. - Photo: RichÂ-ard GrenÂ-yer A comÂ-plete new famÂ-iÂ-ly tree tracÂ-ing the
hisÂ-toÂ-ry of all Earth's 4,500 mamÂ-mals shows they didÂ-n't start to diÂ-verÂ-siÂ-fy right afÂ-ter the
diÂ-noÂ-saurs' deÂ-mise, as conÂ-venÂ-tionÂ-al wisÂ-dom holds, reÂ-searchÂ-ers say. RathÂ-er, the
proÂ-cess took at least 10 milÂ-lion years to start in earÂ-nest. The sciÂ-enÂ-tists, with ImÂ-peÂ-riÂ-al
ColÂ-lege LonÂ-don and the ZoÂ-oÂ-logÂ-iÂ-cal SoÂ-ciÂ-eÂ-ty of LonÂ-don, deÂ-scribed the findÂ-ings
in the March 29 isÂ-sue of the reÂ-search jourÂ-nal NaÂ-ture.They found that many of the geÂ-netÂ-ic
anÂ-cesÂ-tors of the mamÂ-mals livÂ-ing toÂ-day exÂ-isted 85 milÂ-lion years ago, and largeÂ-ly
surÂ-vived a meÂ-teÂ-or crash thought to have killed the diÂ-noÂ-saurs 65 milÂ-lion years ago.
ThroughÂ-out the CreÂ-taÂ-ceous era, when diÂ-noÂ-saurs reigned, these mamÂ-mal speÂ-cies had been
relÂ-aÂ-tively few, preÂ-sumÂ-aÂ-bly blocked from diÂ-verÂ-siÂ-fying and evolvÂ-ing in
diÂ-noÂ-saur-dominated habiÂ-tats. The famÂ-iÂ-ly tree inÂ-diÂ-cates that afÂ-ter the mass
exÂ-tincÂ-tion, some mamÂ-mals did unÂ-derÂ-go a quick diÂ-verÂ-siÂ-fiÂ-caÂ-tion and
evÂ-oÂ-luÂ-tion, the sciÂ-enÂ-tists said. But most of these groups have since eiÂ-ther died out, such as
AnÂ-drewsarchusâ€”an agÂ-gresÂ-sive wolf-like cowâ€”or deÂ-clined in diÂ-verÂ-siÂ-ty, such as the group
conÂ-tainÂ-ing sloths and arÂ-madilÂ-los. The reÂ-searchÂ-ers conÂ-tend that our acÂ-tuÂ-al
"anÂ-cesÂ-tors," and those of livÂ-ing mamÂ-mals, beÂ-gan to diÂ-verÂ-siÂ-fy around the time of a
sudÂ-den inÂ-crease in the tempeÂ-rature of the planÂ-etâ€”10 milÂ-lion years afÂ-ter the diÂ-noÂ-saur
disÂ-asÂ-ter.
AnÂ-dy Purvis of ImÂ-peÂ-riÂ-al ColÂ-lege said: "For the first 10 or 15 milÂ-lion years
afÂ-ter the diÂ-noÂ-saurs were wiped out, preÂ-sÂ-ent-day mamÂ-mals kept a very low proÂ-file, while
these othÂ-er types of mamÂ-mals were runÂ-ning the show. It looks like a latÂ-er bout of 'global
warmÂ-ing' may have kick-started toÂ-day's diÂ-verÂ-siÂ-tyâ€”not the death of the diÂ-noÂ-saurs. "This
discovery rewrites our unÂ-derÂ-standÂ-ing of how we came to evolve on this planÂ-et, and the study as a
whole gives a much clearÂ-er picÂ-ture than evÂ-er beÂ-fore as to our place in naÂ-ture."
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